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BLISC. Examinations 2020
Semester II
Subject: Bachelor of Library and Information Science
Paper: BLI-205
(Practice)
Full Marks: 40
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their
own words as far as practicable.
Answer any one question from following questions:
Designate the contents of the following records/items of information by using MARC-21
Bibliographic Format (Washington: Library of Congress, NDMSO, 1999 Concise edition
with May, 2020 updates).
List of Abbreviations
B.T.P. = Back of the Title Page
M.E. = Main Entry
O.I. = Other Information
T.P. = Title Page
T.S.O.R. = Title and Statement of Responsibility
1.
T.P.
Peter de Coock Presents / 100 gems of knowledge to uplift self-esteem / suggestions and
guidance that inspiring you / in / love, life, and work / InfoLife Publishing Corporation /
Pune.
B.T.P.
Price: Rs. 2000/ISBN : 1791990843 has been replaced by ISBN : 978-1791990848
Accession Number 10345
The document was printed and distributed in the year 2014.
DDC (23rd) Class No. 025.431
O.I.
A. The book has twenty-nine initial pages and three hundred twenty textual pages.
B. The Title may be written as either of the followings:
100 gems of knowledge to uplift self-esteem Or

One hundred gems of knowledge to uplift self-esteem
C. The book presents articles, news clippings and other communication of different
personalities in original form i.e., without any change or analysis or treatments along
with the photographs of those prominent personalities.
The Publisher provided the following Summary:
"Self -esteem is not something that most people care for. It is crafted through hard work
and dedication. The key to confidence is trust in yourself and always believing that you're
capable of doing anything. In 100 gems of knowledge to uplift self-esteem, you will hear
from writers, politicians, and many other people who have persevered through tough times
and, because of their inner confidence, have been successful. You will get to read writings
of all sorts of people including Rabindranath Tagore, Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay,
Aristotle, A P J Abdul Kalam, ChetanBhagat, Amitabh Bachchan, Mary Kom and many
more! 100 gems of knowledge to uplift self-esteem is the ultimate collection of knowledge
that will single-handedly improve your confidence and show that no matter the obstacle,
you have the capability to accomplish great things. The people included in this book are a
great representation of those points, and where they have succeeded, so can you"
D. ADDITIONAL ACCESS POINTS
CONDUCT OF LIFE –QUOTATIONS
KNOWLEDGE - QUOTATIONS
MOTIVATION & INSPIRATION - SELF-HELP
SELF-HELP - PERSONAL GROWTH
SELF-ESTEEM

2.
T.P.
The Dream of a Devil / An unresolved mystery / Cisco Publishing House / Kolkata /
December, 2020.
B.T.P.
The first Indian Reprint of the special issue published in 2000 in the Theological
Conversation and Communication, USA.
ISBN 0143039679
O.I.
The document consists of twenty-nine initial pages and three hundred eighty textual pages
with a twenty four centimeters height.
In the year 2000 the Theological Conversation and Communication, USA published
articles on the dilemma of Ravana and Rama based on the Hindu mythology Ramayana of
Vālmīki's and the present document is the first Indian reprint brought out in Paperback
under the leadership of Ravi Kinagi.
3.
T.P.
DNPAT / 23rd / International Conference / on / Design of Network Protocol / and / Allied
Technologies / Duration: March 11-13, 2020/ B.C. Mukherjee Hall/ Vidyasagar
University/ Department of Library and Information Science/ Vidyasagar University /
Midnapore -721102 / India.
O.I.
This is a platform that facilitates the experts across the globe to exchange ideas in network
protocol and allied technologies.
The document consists of sixty-three initial pages and seven hundred textual pages. The
document, comprising of soft copies in a compact disc, circulated as a complementary item
with the document.

4.
T.P.
The Guide Book / for / Balancing Between Sports / and / Education /National Sports
Academy/ Bangaluru / 2019
O.I.
A. A collection of articles, most of which appeared in Community health, SeptemberOctober, 2015, and November-December, 2015.
B. Contents –
Editorial.—Need of sports by SouravGanguly. The components of education by D S
Dutta, Politics in Sports, by Sushil Kumar, Empowered by education, by C N R Rao.
5.
T.P.
25th Finance Commission grants / Government of West Bengal/ Department of Panchayati
Raj / Nabanna/ Howrah – 1/
B.T.P.
The document was printed and disseminated in 2019.
O.I.
The height of the document is twenty-nine centimeters, while the document is very thin of
only one hundred pages amongst which eighty pages are textual.
ADDITIONAL ACCESS POINTS
GRANTS-IN-AID – INDIA – WEST BENGAL
GRANTS-IN-AID - INDIA - WEST BENGAL - STATISTICS
RURAL DEVELOPMENT - INDIA - WEST BENGAL
6.
T.P.
Most fascinating classics / a collection of 5 classic tales that will delight young and old.
B.T.P.
All rights reserved by the publisher © 2015
The books is of four hundred pages with twenty initial pages
O.I.
A. Selected and condensed by the editors of Tapati Publishers.
B. The classics are:
[1] David Copperfield / by Charles Dickens
[2] Oliver Twist / by Charles Dickens
[3] Little women / by Louisa May Alcott
[4] The Hunchback of Notre Dame / Victor Hugo
[5] The adventures of Tom Sawyer / by Mark Twain
C. ADDITIONAL ACCESS POINTS
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
LITERATURE - COLLECTIONS
7.
T.S.O.R.
Proceedings of the 10th National Conference and Sectoral Meeting of Children and Youth
in Agriculture Programme in Bangladesh / National Conference and Sectoral Meeting / of
/ Children and Youth in Agriculture Programme / in / Bangladesh/ June 23-26, 2019/
Editors / Dr. Mizanur Rahman / Dr. ImdadUlHaq / Dr. AnsarUlAlam / University of
Dhaka / Dhaka
O.I.
The document consists of two hundred and thirty textual pages along with fifteen initial
pages with a height of twenty centimeters.

Additional Access Point
AGRICULTURE--VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE--BANGLADESH--CONGRESSES.
RURAL YOUTH-- BANGLADESH —CONGRESSES
YOUTH IN DEVELOPMENT-- BANGLADESH --CONGRESSES.
8.
T.P.
30 important American short stories / edited by / Leslie M. Pockell/ Thomas Dunne Books/
New York / 2011.
B.T.P.
ISBN : 9780312648039 (hardcover) , 0312648030 (hardcover)
O.I.
This book is of twenty-five centimeter height containing fifteen initial pages and two
hundred fifty textual pages
Publisher describes the book as This book is a collection of beloved stories that have comprised an important part of the
fabric of our culture, from the earliest days of our nation to the twentieth century. Some of
the stories, such as Washington Irving's "Rip Van Winkle," O. Henry's "The Gift of the
Magi," William Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily," Charlotte Perkins Gilman's "The Yellow
Wallpaper," and James Thurber's "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty," have been long
regarded as literary classics, while others, such as Frank Stockton's "The Lady or the
Tiger?" and Ellis Parker Butler's "Pigs Is Pigs," are lesser known but well worth
discovering. The carefully selected stories, each preceded by an illuminating headnote,
powerfully illustrate the varied richness of our national literature and history. This
beautifully packaged volume, containing the unforgettable classic short stories that evoke
our shared American tradition and national identity, makes the perfect gift for the short
story aficionado and novice alike.
9.
T.P.
Checking access confronted / Resistance, Identity and Security / in Asian cyberspace
information revolution and global politics / Edited by / Ronald Deibert and others../ MIT
Press / Cambridge .
B.T.P.
Information revolution and global politics Series
DDC 21 Class No. 303.48
O.I.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Additional access point
CYBERSPACE--GOVERNMENT POLICY--ASIA.
COMPUTER SECURITY--ASIA.
COMPUTERS--ACCESS CONTROL--ASIA.
INTERNET--GOVERNMENT POLICY--ASIA.
INTERNET--CENSORSHIP--ASIA.
10.
T.S.O.R.
12th Plan 2008-2013/ and / Budget Linked Annual Plan, 2008-2009/ Department of
Planning/ Government of West Bengal / Kolkata / 2010
O.I.
The document consists of two initial pages along with three hundred and fifty-two textual

pages. There is one unnumbered page. The height of the document is 28 centimeter.
Additional Access Point
WEST BENGAL (INDIA)--ECONOMIC POLICY.
WEST BENGAL(INDIA)--ECONOMIC POLICY—STATISTICS
11.
T.P.
Stories from Sarala'sMahabharat / edited and translated into English, with a critical
introduction, by Prafulla Kumar Mohanty / Vikas Publishing House / New Delhi / 1993.
B.T.P.
ISBN : 0706945891
O.I.
The book is of two hundred and one pages. Height of the book is 23 cm.
Class Number of the Document is 891.45in DDC 23.
Stories based on episodes from the Oriya Mahābhārata by Sāraḷādāsa.
Additional Access Point
INDIA - SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS – FICTION
SHORT STORIES, ORIYA - TRANSLATIONS INTO ENGLISH.
12.
T.P.
Financial Stability / Preparing for the Next Financial Crisis / Olivier de Bandt/
FrançoiseDrumetz/ Christian Pfister/ CRC Press / Boca Raton, FL | 2020
B.T.P.
ISBN 9781138594692 (hardback) 9781138594708 (Paperback)
Class Number 330.9 in DDC 23.
O.I.
The book consists of three hundred pages.
Includes bibliographical references and index
Additional Access Point
FINANCIAL CRISIS.
GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS, 2008-2009.
ECONOMIC STABILIZATION.
The publisher provides the following summary
The ramifications of the Global Financial Crisis, which erupted in 2007, continue to
surprise not only the general public but also finance professionals, economists and
journalists. Faced with this challenge, "Preparing for the Next Financial Crisis" goes back
to basics.

